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Classical and quantum chaos in the generalized parabolic lemon-shaped billiard
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Two-dimensional billiards of a generalized parabolic lemonlike shape are investigated classically and quan-
tum mechanically depending on the shape parameterd. Quantal spectra are analyzed by means of the nearest-
neighbor spacing distribution method. Calculated results are well accounted for by the proposed new two-
parameter distribution functionP(s), which is a generalization of Brody and Berry-Robnik distributions.
Classically, Poincare´ diagrams are shown and interpreted in terms of the lowest periodic orbits. Ford52, the
billiard has some unique characteristics resulting from the focusing property of the parabolic mirror. Compari-
son of the classical and quantal results shows an accordance with the Bohigas, Giannoni, and Schmit conjec-
ture and confirms the relevance of the new distribution for the analysis of realistic spectral data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the leading themes in the theory of quantum ch
is the connection between chaotic behavior in classical
tems and statistical spectral properties of the correspon
quantal systems. Founding their investigations on statist
properties of nuclear and atomic spectra@1# and on results
for two-dimensional quantum billiards obtained previous
by Berry and Tabor@2#, McDonald and Kaufmann@3#, and
Casatiet al. @4#, in 1984 Bohigas, Giannoni, and Schmit@5#
expressed the conjecture~BGS! that quantal energy leve
spacings of ergodic systems whose classical counterpart
hibit chaotic behavior obey the Wigner@Gaussian orthogona
ensemble~GOE!# statistics, whereas for systems which a
classically integrable the statistics is Poissonian. Althou
not rigorously proved, this conjecture has been confirmed
a number of examples. Possible exceptions have been
cussed in different contexts@6–11#. The typical exception is
the harmonic oscillator and other systems which are equ
lent to it @2#. At present, it is generally accepted that the BG
conjecture expresses a generic property of quantal syst
in the sense of the definition of the wordgenericgiven by
Berry @12#: there may be exceptions, but they form a set
measure zero.

A review of measured and calculated quantal level
quences in different domains of physics shows that for m
systems the energy level statistics is intermediate betw
the two limits. In the nearest-neighbor spacing distribut
~NNSD! method, reflecting the correlations in the quan
spectra, this transition is described by different distribut
functions characterized by one or more control parame
@13–17#.

In this paper we investigate, first quantum mechanica
and then classically, a one-parameter family of tw
dimensional billiards. We start with a lemon-shaped billia
defined by two parabolas, for which the shape paramete
d52, and then distort it by introducing different valuesd
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~1!/303~9!/$15.00
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Þ2. This enables us to follow the change of statistics
pending on the billiard shape.

Two-dimensional billiards belong among the oldest pro
lems of quantum mechanics, but during the past two deca
they have newly regained remarkable interest@12,18,19#.
This is primarily due to the discovery that such simple s
tems, with only a few exceptions, exhibit chaotic behavi
Furthermore, the experiments in resonating cavities w
performed with microwaves and acoustic waves@20–23#. In
the quantal and semiclassical domain, the whole new field
mesoscopic physics developed from investigations of qu
tum dots, where only few electrons move almost classica
in the ballistic regime within the billiardlike wells of mi-
crometer dimensions@24,25#.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
define the billiard shape and introduce the shape parametd.
In Sec. III we solve the two-dimensional quantum
mechanical eigenvalue problem determined by the billi
boundary and obtain the energy level sequences. In Sec
the calculated level densities are analyzed by means of
nearest-neighbor spacing distribution method. In Sec. V
same billiard is treated as a classical dynamical problem.
Poincare´ plots are shown and the role of the lowest period
orbits is briefly discussed. In Sec. VI, results from both qua
tum and classical analysis are reviewed, leading to con
sions on the applicability of the BGS conjecture and t
proposed level density distributions.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE GENERALIZED PARABOLIC
LEMON-SHAPED BILLIARD

The generalized parabolic lemon-shaped billiard is
fined in thex-y plane by the boundary

y~x!56~12uxud!, xP@21,1#. ~1!

For d52, the boundary has a typical symmetrical lem
shape, defined by two parabolas. When the parameterd is
varied, the billiard shape changes, but remains within
square defined by diagonally opposed points (21,21) and
~1,1! in the x-y plane~Fig. 1!. We explore only the convex
303 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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304 PRE 59V. LOPAC, I. MRKONJIĆ, AND D. RADIĆ
boundaries in Eq.~1!, thus 1<d,`. In the limit d51 one
obtains the tilted square with the sided5&. In the other
limit d→`, we have another square withd52. The param-
eter d is closely related to the characteristic anglea of the
billiard ~1! ~Fig. 2!, since

tan
a

2
5d. ~2!

The Schro¨dinger equation is solved to obtain the wa
functions and discrete energy levels, which is equivalen
finding stationary waves in the two-dimensional well wi
infinitely steep walls. In this paper we concentrate on
energy levels, and the discussion of the calculated w
functions will be given elsewhere@26#.

The classical problem reduces to a particle of massm
within the billiard, bouncing elastically on the billiard wall
and moving freely between the bounces. At each bounce
angle of incidence is equal to the reflection angle. Althou
the rules of motion are deterministic, the resulting dynam
can be regular, fully chaotic, or mixed, depending on
billiard shape.

FIG. 1. Generalized parabolic lemonlike billiards for differe
values of the shape parameterd.

FIG. 2. Characteristics of the generalized parabolic lemon
billiard described by the boundaryb[r(f).
o
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Proposing the parabolic billiard shape, we had seve
points in mind. First, among all planar curves, only the pa
bolic mirror has the unique property of reflecting parallely
rays passing through a certain focal point. Second, whe
the billiards shaped with the rectilinear, circular, elliptica
hyperbolic, and other interesting boundary segments@27–43#
have already been explored, reports on the parabolic bou
ary shapes are practically nonexistent. Moreover, the dis
tion of the proposed shape by varyingd leads to a gradua
transition between the two squares. It is interesting to
how this transition reflects itself in the classical and quan
properties.

Here we note that the transition fromd.1 to d,1 intro-
duces a dramatic change in the shape of the billiard~1!. For
0,d,1 the billiard boundary consists of four concave ar
resulting in the shape and properties similar to those of
diamond billiard @5,27#. Therefore, this is a new class o
billiards, which deserves special attention and will be trea
separately.

III. THE QUANTUM-MECHANICAL BILLIARD
PROBLEM

The Schro¨dinger equation for a particle of massm mov-
ing freely within the billiard boundary in a two-dimension
billiard is identical to the Helmholtz equation

2
\2

2m
¹2C5EC, ~3!

whereE is the particle energy. The usual transformation
dimensionless variables is equivalent to substituting

\2

2m
51 and E5k2, ~4!

which yields

F ]2

]x2 1
]2

]y2 1k2GC~x,y!50. ~5!

In polar coordinates~Fig. 2!, Eq. ~5! becomes

F ]2

]r 2 1
1

r

]

]r
1

1

r 2

]2

]f2 1k2GC~r ,f!50. ~6!

After the separation of variables, one obtains the factori
wave function

C~r ,f!5R~r !F~f!. ~7!

Solutions can be classified according to symmetry. The tw
fold reflection symmetry~on thex andy axis! of the original
billiard causes degeneracies, which we avoid in our calcu
tions by taking only the even-even solutions, i.e., tho
which obey the conditionC(x,y)5C(2x,y)5C(x,2y).
We are then left with the wave function in the form

C~r ,f!5 (
n52,4,6,...

`

@Bn cos~nf!#Jn~kr !, ~8!e
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where the sum is over the even integer values ofn, and
Jn(kr) is the Bessel function of the first kind with indexn.

To compute the energies of stationary states and co
cients in the wave functions, we have written the progr
based on the method introduced by Ridell@44#. We limit our
calculation to a finite energy interval, which enables us
stop the summation in Eq.~8! at the certainNth energy level.
The Dirichlet boundary condition

C~r !ur5b50, ~9!

with b[r(f) ~Fig. 2!, is assured forN points on the bound-
ary curve having coordinatesf i andr(f i). This results in a
system ofN linear equations, whose solution is nontrivi
only if

detucos~ if j !•Ji„kr~f j !…u50. ~10!

Here i takes on the values of firstN even integers,j are the
integers between 1 andN, andf j are N angles chosen be
tween 0 andp/2. Equation~10! gives the values ofk deter-
mining the energies~4!. In our calculation the values ofk
were limited to the intervalkP@0,150#, the step in searching
for k was 0.01 or smaller, the precision was 1028, and, de-
pending on the value ofd, between 900 and 1500 states we
obtained.

IV. ENERGY LEVEL STATISTICS FOR THE
GENERALIZED PARABOLIC LEMON-SHAPED BILLIARD

The level sequences obtained in the quantal calcula
were unfolded following the prescription of French a
Wong @45# and then analyzed by fitting to the theoretic
distribution functionsP(s). Related toP(s) are the cumula-
tive distributionW(s)5*0

sP(s)ds and the gap distribution
Z(s)5*s

`ds(s2s)P(s). The gap distribution is the prob
ability that no level spacing is present in the interval betwe
s ands1Ds. Relation between the level spacing distributi
P(s) and the gap distribution isP(s)5d2Z(s)/ds2. Three
types of theoretical distributions were used to account
transition between the two limiting cases, the Poisson
level density distribution

PP~s!5e2s ~11!

and the Wigner distribution

PW~s!5
p

2
se2~p/4!s2

. ~12!

First is the Brody distribution@46#, depending on the param
eterv and given as

PB~s!5a~v11!sve2asv11
~13!

with

a5FGS v12

v11D Gv11

. ~14!

This distribution is identical to Poisson forv50 and to
Wigner for v51. There is no exact derivation which wou
explain the physical meaning ofv, but there are strong indi
fi-

o

n

l

n

r
n

cations supporting the idea that the parameterv reflects the
degree of the level repulsion within a spectral sequen
Sincev is an empirical parameter, it can be allowed to ta
on all the values21,v<1, the negative values being ap
propriate if for small spacings the calculated distribution
steeper than the Poisson curve.

The other well known distribution is that of Berry an
Robnik @47#. It is characterized by the parameterq and reads

PBR~s!5e~q21!sF ~12q!2erfcSAp

2
qsD G

1S 2q~12q!1
p

2
q3sDe2~p/4!q2s2

. ~15!

The error function is defined as

erfc~x!5
2

Ap
E

x

`

e2t2dt. ~16!

This distribution coincides with Wigner forq51 and with
Poisson forq50. The two distributions are conspicuous
different in the fact that the probability of very small spa
ings vanishes in the Brody distribution for all values ofv,
whereas in the Berry-Robnik distribution it isPBR(0)51
2q2. Besides, the Berry-Robnik parameterq has a well de-
fined physical meaning: quantitatively it is the fraction of t
phase space which is filled with chaotic trajectories, wher
the remaining regular fraction of the phase space is equa
12q. However, the Berry-Robnik distribution is exactly a
plicable only in the semiclassical limit, and we are explori
the complete spectrum, including the lowest-lying levels.

The third theoretical distribution we apply in our analys
is the two-parameter function introduced by Lopac@48# and
Lopac, Brant, and Paar@49#. In @49#, applied to nuclear
model spectra, it approximated the calculated histogra
better than Brody or Berry-Robnik distributions. This ne
distribution is a generalization of both Brody and Berr
Robnik distributions, and has two parameters,v and q. It
reads

P~s!5e2~12q!s~12q!2QF 1

v11
,aqv11sv11G

1e2~12q!sq@2~12q!1a~v11!qv11sv#

3e2aqv11sv11
. ~17!

Here,a is defined as in Eq.~14! andQ denotes the incom-
pleteG function,

Q~a,x!5
1

G~a!
E

x

`

e2tta21dt. ~18!

The derivation of Eq.~17! was based on the factorized ga
distributionZPR(s),

ZPR~s!5e2~12q!sQF 1

v11
,aqv11sv11G , ~19!

introduced by Prosen and Robnik@50#. They applied the dis-
tribution ~19! ~named in@50# the Berry-Robnik-Brody distri-
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bution! to the Robnik billiard@33,34# and obtained a very
good agreement. Their conclusion implies that the distri
tion ~17! describes simultaneously the transition from t
semiclassical to the quantal regime and the transition fr
integrability to chaos. The two parametersv and q charac-
terize these two transitions, respectively, so thatq retains its
meaning as the chaotic fraction of the phase space. In
case, however, it is applicable also to cases far from
semiclassical limit. The parameterv describes the degree o
level repulsion in the given spectral sequence and is es
tially connected with the localization of the underlying ch
otic states@51#.

It should be stressed that the distribution~17! is a gener-
alization of both Eqs.~13! and~15!. It is identical with Brody
~13! when q51 and with Berry-Robnik~15! when v51.
With q50 one obtains the Poisson distribution~11! for all
values ofv, and if simultaneouslyv51 andq51, the result
is the Wigner~GOE! distribution~12!. Graphical representa
tion of Eq. ~17! in dependence onv andq is given in @49#.

The analysis of calculated results shows that the fitt
parameters of all three distributions follow the same tre
when the system control parameter is varied. However,
computations in which the distributions~17! or ~19! were
applied so far, show that these distribution functions giv
better fit than the Brody or Berry-Robnik distributions.

In the present paper our main interest is to explore
dependence of the valuesv and q for the three proposed
distributions on the parameterd characterizing the shape o
the billiard. In the following, we shall use symbolsvB and
qBR to denote the Brody and Berry-Robnik parameters,
spectively, andv andq for the parameters of the distributio
~17!. Results are shown in Fig. 3 for Brody distribution,
Fig. 4 for Berry-Robnik distribution, and in Fig. 5 for th
generalized distribution~17!.

Figure 3 shows results of the fitting of the calculated le
spacing histogram to the Brody distribution. One observe
gradual transition from slightly negative values to a sh
local maximum atd51.46 with vB50.876. There is also a
minimum of vB50.513 atd51.58, followed by a slow and
oscillating growth, with another minimum slightly above th
value of d52. The maximal value isvB50.928 at d
55.56. In the interval 4<d<7, vB is greater than 0.7
which, in BGS and Brody terms, means a high degree
chaoticity. The oscillations are sharp and very sensitive
the shape variation. A minimal change in shape can ind
dramatic changes in the degree of chaotic behavior. The
son for this is clearer when one explores the occurrence

FIG. 3. Values of the Brody parametervB in Eq. ~13!, obtained
in the NNSD analysis of the quantal billiard spectra, in depende
on the shape parameterd. Horizontal dotted lines~lower and upper!
denote the regular and chaotic limits, respectively.
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disappearance of certain classical orbits~see Sec. V!. Fur-
thermore, by changingd, the anglea in Eq. ~2! is varied.
Investigations of triangular and rhomboid billiards~which in
certain features resemble our system! have shown that the
incommensurability withp of the billiard angle is a decisive
property determining the billiard dynamics@36#.

Results for Berry-Robnik distribution shown in Fig.
fully confirm the discussion of Fig. 3, except that the valu
of qBR are shifted upwards in comparison withvB . Other-
wise, the positions of local maxima and minima are exac
the same. As in Fig. 3, for larged a slow but steady decreas
of qBR is observed, leading to the zero values ford→`.
Since the calculation of quantal spectra in our method
comes computationally very sensitive for nearly quadra
shapes~whend→`), we show our results only ford<50.

In applying the generalized distribution~17! to the billiard
~1!, we hold both parametersv andq within the limits @0,1#.
Results are shown in Fig. 5~a! for v and in Fig. 5~b! for q.
For mostd the value ofv oscillates aroundv50.7. Ford
<2, the oscillations are more conspicuous and have la
deviations. For larged, the values ofv become slightly

e
FIG. 4. Values of the Berry-Robnik parameterqBR in Eq. ~15!,

obtained in the NNSD analysis of the quantal billiard spectra,
dependence on the shape parameterd. Horizontal dotted lines
~lower and upper! denote the regular and chaotic limits, respe
tively.

FIG. 5. Values of the parametersv ~a! and q ~b! of the two-
parameter distribution~17!, obtained in the NNSD analysis of th
quantal billiard spectra, in dependence on the shape parametd.
Horizontal dotted lines~lower and upper! denote the regular and
chaotic limits, respectively.
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PRE 59 307CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM CHAOS IN THE . . .
smaller. The results reflecting the degree of chaoticity in
sense of the BGS conjecture are given by the value ofq, and
are shown in Fig. 5~b!. The total interval ofd can be divided
into several regions. First is one withd between 1 and 1.46
whereq grows from 0 to 1 and depicts the transformation
the quadratic shape into more complicated lemonlike for
Approximately in the intervals 1.46<d<4 and 7<d<30,
the value ofq oscillates around 0.9, whereas it is equal to
practically everywhere in the central interval betweend54
andd57. For very larged, results of our calculations indi
cate the slow decrease towards the limiting resultq50.

From results obtained and shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5,
conclude that the transition of the shape from the square
the side equal to& via different lemonlike shapes to anoth
square~with the side equal to 2! is accompanied by the tran
sition from the Poisson to the Wigner~GOE! statistics and
again to the Poisson. In the central region there is a hig
developed chaos, and in the neighboring intervals the m
sures of chaos show an oscillatory transitional behavior.

To illustrate the applicability of the intermediate distrib
tions~13!, ~15!, and~17! for quantifying these transitions, w
show the histograms and the fitted theoretical distributi
for d51.04 ~Fig. 6!, d52 ~Fig. 7!, andd55 ~Fig. 8!. Fig-
ures 6–8 enable us to compare the three theoretical cu
and their ability to describe realistic histograms. The cruc
criterion should be the agreement at small spacingss'0 and
applicability to the complete spectrum. The distribution~17!
satisfies all these conditions. The inspection of the co
sponding cumulative transition distributions@49,50#, which
are valuable because they do not depend on the bin w
further confirms that the value ofq of the generalized distri-

FIG. 6. ~a! Brody distribution~13!, ~b! Berry-Robnik distribu-
tion ~15!, and ~c! the two-parameter distribution~17! ~full line!
fitted to the calculatedP(s) ~histogram! for d51.04. Values ob-
tained in the fitting procedure arevB50.081, qBR50.450, v
50.948, andq50.460.

FIG. 7. ~a! Brody distribution~13!, ~b! Berry-Robnik distribu-
tion ~15!, and ~c! the two-parameter distribution~17! ~full line!
fitted to the calculatedP(s) ~histogram! for d52. Values obtained
in the fitting procedure arevB50.638,qBR50.863,v50.796, and
q50.916.
e
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bution ~17! is the key result of the statistical level density
investigation, suitable for discussions in the context of th
BGS conjecture.

At this point it should be said that our analysis of th
obtained level sequences included also theD3 statistical
method@5,49#, revealing the long-range correlations within
the quantal spectrum. To compare the results of the tw
methods, we choose the value ofD3(5) as a convenient mea-
sure of the degree of chaoticity, and plot it in dependence
the shape parameterd. The results are shown in Fig. 9. The
comparison of Fig. 9 with Figs. 3–5 shows that theD3 re-
sults, both globally and locally, reproduce the behavior o
tained with the nearest-neighbor spacing distribution metho
A more detailedD3 analysis is now being performed in con
nection with the billiard wave functions and will be reporte
elsewhere@26#.

V. PROPERTIES OF THE CLASSICAL GENERALIZED
PARABOLIC LEMON-SHAPED BILLIARD

In analyzing properties of classical billiards, we concen
trate our attention on the Poincare´ sections for givend and
identify the contributing periodic trajectories. We limit ou
calculations to the first quadrant, i.e., to the quarter of t
total billiard area. The procedure is as follows: for a give
billiard we choose some initial data for positionsx andy and
velocity componentsvx andvy . We then calculate the posi-
tion and velocity components at each of the successive c
lisions with the billiard wall. Typical calculations include
23104 to 23105 successive impacts. The results obtaine

FIG. 8. ~a! Brody distribution~13!, ~b! Berry-Robnik distribu-
tion ~15!, and ~c! the two-parameter distribution~17! ~full line!
fitted to the calculatedP(s) ~histogram! for d55. Values obtained
in the fitting procedure arevB50.775,qBR50.938,v50.791, and
q51.000.

FIG. 9. Values ofD3(5), obtained in the spectral rigidity cal-
culation for the quantal billiard spectra, in dependence on the sha
parameterd. Horizontal dotted lines~lower and upper! denote the
chaotic and regular limits, respectively.
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are plotted in the form of Poincare´ diagrams. The horizonta
axis shows the positionx of the impact point, since the
length of the arc variable@29# is much less suitable here tha
in the billiards having circular walls. On the vertical axis w
plot the tangential componentv t of the velocity with respect
to the billiard boundary, with the absolute value of the v
locity uvu51.

A. Classical dynamics of the parabolic lemon-shaped billiard
„d52…

Poincare´ diagrams for the parabolic lemon-shaped billia
d52 are shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10~a! the main regular
area is observed, centered around the invariant point w
originates in the trajectory of period 2, shown in Fig. 11~a!.
This trajectory passes through the origin and hits the bou
ary at the point (x51/&, y51/2). For slight deviations of
these initial conditions, the KAM theorem is valid, corr
sponding to trajectories shown in Fig. 11~b!. The elliptical
island resulting from this motion is surrounded by a boun
ary layer of great complexity@52#. Within this boundary the
most conspicuous is the structure containing seven isla

FIG. 10. ~a! Poincare´ plot for the parabolic billiard (d52),
obtained with conveniently selected sets of initial values.~b! Poin-
caré plot for the parabolic billiard (d52), obtained with initial
valuesx050, y050.75002, andvy,0 /vx,050.74999. Practically the
same picture is obtained by plotting all invariant points (x,v t5

62x/A114x2) with 0.25,x,1.
-

ch

d-

-

s,

whose origin is in the trajectory of period 14, shown in F
12, and whose rich structure is revealed when a part of
10~a! is enlarged~Fig. 13!. The KAM trajectories corre-
sponding to it are also shown in Fig. 12. After exhibitin
more and more complicated fractal structure, a small va
tion of the initial conditions is sufficient for the diffusion t
take place. The motion becomes chaotic, and the trajec
fills almost the entire phase plane.

As there exists another trajectory of period 2, that wh
is spanned between the two opposite points on the ver
axis, one would expect another regular area. However, th
an isolated orbit, extremely unstable with respect to sm
variations of initial conditions, and in Fig. 10~a! it is reduced
to two points completely immersed in the chaotic sea.

In Fig. 10~a!, however, another regular area is observ
having the shape of two narrow arcs. The origin of this n
row region of regularity is the special focusing property
the parabolic mirror, namely that all rays, passing throu
the focal point, after reflection are parallel to each other.
the present case, the focal points are (xF50, yF56 3

4 ) ~Fig.
2!. There is an infinite number of such trajectories of peri
4, and they have the quadrangular, trapeze shape~Fig. 14!.
Vertical segments of such a trajectory intersect the horizo
axis in pointsx1 andx2 , obeying the condition

4x1x21150. ~20!

The tangential velocity componentsv t corresponding to
the positionx1 obey the equation

FIG. 12. The periodic orbit of period 14 for the whole billiar
~a! and its surrounding KAM orbits for the quarter of the parabo
billiard for d52 ~b!, calculated with the initial conditionsx0

50.5,y050, andvy,0 /vx,050.9. This orbit is responsible for seve
small regular islands in Fig. 10~a!.

FIG. 11. The periodic orbit of period 2 for the whole billiard~a!
and its surrounding KAM orbits for the quarter of the parabo
billiard for d52 ~b!, calculated with the initial conditionsx0

50.2, y050, andvy,0 /vx,050.7. This orbit is responsible for the
large regular region in Fig. 10~a!.
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2x16v tA114x1
250, ~21!

so that the two continuous lines, consisting of invaria
points (x1 ,v t), extend between the end points (1/4,61/A5)
and (1,62/A5). The 6 signs are for positive and negativ
branch, respectively, corresponding to two possible dir
tions of motion on each trajectory. Among all these trajec
ries we point out two which are of special interest: first, t
rectangular one forx152x251/2, and second, the limitx1
51/4 defining a ray-splitting situation, which asymptotica
tends to a trajectory of period 3~Fig. 15!. This limiting case,
however, is never realized, because of the sharp bill
angle ~Fig. 2!. On the Poincare´ diagram points defined by
Eqs. ~20! and ~21! describe a continuous curve. Howeve
virtually the same picture, a flight of points, is obtained fo
single choice of initial parameters, if some of the initial co
ditions leading to regular behavior are slightly distorted@Fig.
10~b!#.

The described trajectories of period 4 are rather unsta
They are not surrounded by elliptic invariant curves, a
therefore do not introduce much regularity into the proble
A closer inspection, requesting an extremely fine param
regulation, would reveal the starlike structures in the sm
area surrounding each of the points, such as those desc
in @52#.

FIG. 13. Enlarged picture of one of the seven small islands
Fig. 10~a!, having their origin in the periodic orbit shown in Fig. 12

FIG. 14. Periodic orbit of period 4 for the whole billiard~a! and
its surrounding KAM orbits for the quarter of the parabolic billia
for d52 ~b!, calculated with the initial conditionsx050, y0

50.75005, andvy,0 /vx,050.2. These orbits are responsible for t
two narrow arcs in Fig. 10~a! and two continuous curves on Fig
10~b!.
t
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The Poincare´ plots and the analysis of trajectories of low
est periods lead to the conclusion that the classical dynam
of the billiard~1! with d52 is mixed and that the situation i
close to the chaotic limit.

B. Classical dynamics in the billiards with dÞ2

Here we investigate the effects of the shape variation
the Poincare´ plots fordÞ2. In order to compare classical an

FIG. 16. Poincare´ plots for generalized parabolic lemonlike bi
liards with ~a! d51.0001; ~b! d51.0027; ~c! d51.3; ~d! d
51.46; ~e! d51.76; ~f! d51.9; ~g! d52; ~h! d52.1; ~i! d53.1;
~j! d55; ~k! d550, and~l! d580 000, obtained with the initial
conditionsx050.6, y050, andvy,0 /vx,050.925.

n

FIG. 15. ~a! The ray-splitting limit of the quadrangular orb
shown in Fig. 14;~b! The corresponding KAM orbits obtained wit
the initial conditionsx050, y050.750 001 andvy,0 /vx,050.75.
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quantum results, we show Poincare´ diagrams for a single se
of initial conditions and for some chosen values ofd ~Fig.
16!. We first point out the Poincare´ plots for d close to the
two limiting squares. The motion is nearly regular, and
straight lines obtained would degenerate into a web of po
in the extreme limits ofd51 and d→`. The apparently
simple picture, however, on closer inspection reveals a
fractal structure before the integrability is established,
shown in Fig. 17 by enlarging parts of Fig. 16 ford
51.0027 andd580 000.

In the general case, besides the isolated orbit along
vertical diameter of the billiard, trajectories of period 2~Fig.
11! exist for all d. The values of correspondingx1 are ob-
tained by solving the equation

d~12xd!xd222150. ~22!

For 1,d<2 there is only one solution, and ford.2 there
are two solutions. Figure 18 shows the corresponding p
tions x1 in dependence ond, illustrating the creation of new
periodic orbits when the billiard shape changes.

As for trajectories of higher degrees, it is easy to sh
that there is no triangular trajectory, regardless of the va
of d. For dÞ2 the picture obtained ford52 is changed. Of
the trapezoidal trajectories of period 4 only the rectangu
one survives. Figure 16 shows how a new elliptical regu
region emerges from the point whend changes from 2 to 2.1
For an arbitraryd, the value ofx1 in Fig. 14 is found by
solving the equation

dxd212150. ~23!

It is possible that for some values ofd certain special
higher-order regular trajectories occur, but these are sens
to the small shape variations. The result is the so-ca
‘‘breathing chaos’’ already observed in other billiard typ
@29#.

The Poincare´ plots for intermediate values ofd confirm
the presence of chaos in the central zone betweend54 and
d57.

FIG. 17. Enlarged parts of the Poincare´ plots shown in Fig. 16
for ~a! d51.0027 and~b! d580 000.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have explored the classical and quan
dynamics of the generalized parabolic lemon-shaped
liards. First we calculated the energy level sequences fo
large set of possible shape parameter valuesd. Then we per-
formed statistical analysis of the spectral densities us
three different distribution functionsP(s). Finally we exam-
ined the possible periodic trajectories of the lowest orde
corresponding classical billiards and presented the Poin´
diagrams for some chosen values ofd.

In conclusion, we state that the parabolic billiard h
some interesting features, due to the reflection propertie
the parabolic mirror, shown in the corresponding Poinc´
diagrams. In spite of a large number of periodic trajectori
only a few of them are of elliptical~KAM ! type, and there-
fore the dynamics is closer to the chaotic limit. The billiar
with dÞ2 exhibit a transition from quasiregular behavi
neard51 and whend→`, and are chaotic in the centra
region betweend54 andd57. In other regions the behavio
is mixed.

Comparison of classical results and the results of
nearest-neighbor spacing distribution method for quantal
ergy level densities shows that, within the limits set by t
applied computational method, the classical behavior
quantal results are in agreement, and that the present
ample gives another confirmation of the BGS conjecture.
have also shown that the distribution function~17! presents a
physically correct way to describe quantum chaos. The va
of v is connected with the localization properties of the wa
functions. The key variable, however, is the parameterq,
which quantitatively describes the chaotic fraction of t
phase space in the sense of@47#, even for cases far from the
semiclassical approximation.
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FIG. 18. Values ofx1 for periodic orbits of period 2, of the type
shown in Fig. 11, for the generalized parabolic lemon-shaped
liards. There is only one such orbit for 1,d,2, but there are two
of them for 2<d,`. Both values ofx1 approach 1 whend→`.
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